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Artefact type: 
Toy 

Period/Culture: 
Post-medieval 

Date: 
c.1700 

 

Findspot:  NGR:  

Place: St Martins  Local Authority: Highland 

Method of discovery: archaeological intervention/chance/metal-detecting 
(Highlight as bold) 
Artefact(s) description: 
 
A lead alloy toy axe, distorted but otherwise intact. Inexpensive lead alloy toys of 
various types appeared across Europe in the later 17th century, but miniature tools like 
this example are a type unique to Scotland. These toy tools are also unusual as they 
are largely homemade rather than the work of professional artisans or imported from 
London or the Netherlands. This example is an accurate depiction of a standard type 
of post-medieval woodworker’s hammer, having a wide curving blade and a 
pronounced hammer poll. 
 
Across Europe the majority of post-medieval toys mimic or reference adult occupations 
or depict real world objects in miniature, a symbolic entrainment through play which 
presented children with idealised concepts of gender roles and behaviour. In a 
particularly Scottish environment such tools were associated with the trades and the 
burghs and to a child or their parents the aspiration seems obvious; alongside the 
option of military service entry to such a trade was the most reliable escape route from 
a life of rural labouring. Toys of this type are found in the rural areas which were the 
hinterland of neighbouring burghs and this example joins a particularly prominent 
group around the burghs of the Moray Firth area. With a focus on artisanal hand tools 
(and their concomitant skills) this offers a rather pre-Industrial concept of Scottish 
family life. However in a world where most spades and shovels were wooden with an 
iron edge the allure of such expensive objects may have been considerable. 
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